COVID-19’s
Impact on You
The pandemic is impacting everyone in some way.
We asked Accounting Today’s readers a series of
questions about this topic as it relates to your business.
Here’s what you told us.

Areas You Are Getting the Most Questions
About the Outbreak1
The Paycheck Protection Program

85%

Stimulus payments

74%

Loan forgiveness phase of the PPP

73%

Loan options other than the PPP

30%

Available tax credits

23%

How You Are Helping Clients with Accessing
Stimulus Beneﬁts/Other Loans2

42%

31%

16%

4%

Preparing and
submitting loan
documentation

Preparing loan
documentation

I’m not helping
them

They don’t qualify
for loans

How You Are Charging Clients for
New COVID-19-related Services2
0

100

38%

34%

28%

Not charging

Reducing fees for COVID-19
related activities

It’s a new growth area

How You Are Helping Clients with HR, Safety
or Other COVID-19-related Compliance2

34%

56%

Offering guidance on ﬁnancial
implications

Helping with
government
paperwork

27%

I’m not helping
them

23%

20%

Offering
guidance on
return-to-work
set ups

Offer policies
or guidelines
to mitigate risk
on reopening
businesses/
interacting
with customers

Changes to Your Client Communication
Strategy Since the Outbreak1
75

60%
54%
50

34%
25

18%

Increased frequency
Contacting individual clients to discuss COVID-19's impact
Exploring new communication methods (e.g., new social media platforms)
Providing information resources about COVID-19 on our website

0

Hosting client webinars/conference calls on COVID-19

Your Plans for Reopening Your Oﬃce2

7%
I never closed, but staff at home
ofﬁces for the foreseeable future

We are staying at
home for at least
the next quarter

We will follow state/local guidelines
but move toward normal operations

9%

13%

We are going back slowly with
social distancing/limited
client interaction

49%

I never closed

22%

For more information about services and support that can
help you better serve your clients during this time visit:
adp.com/accountant
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Methodology
In April1 and June 2, 2020, Arizent/Accounting Today conducted Accountants Conﬁdence Index (ACI)
studies online that included questions about the COVID-19 crisis. 142 and 154 professionals who work
in public accounting responded. The ACI, conducted in partnership with ADP, is a monthly economic
indicator that leverages the insights of accountants into the strength and prospects of businesses in the
U.S. https://www.accountingtoday.com/collections/accountants-conﬁdence-index
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